
CRUDE is an exhibition that explores complex

relationships with crude oil and the sticky

interplays of politics, culture and ecology. Inviting

new commissions of work from artists and writers

Ashanti Harris, Alison Scott and Shane Strachan

the project has sought to situate oil as an agent of

transformation and reflect the ways in which this

material has informed identities. ‘Striking’ oil

comes with promises of wealth for all, as a

supposed sign of modernity, and its development

is often characterised as fluid. The reality of these

patterns are uneven and unequal, the impact of

which has been felt more acutely by those in the

Global South and already marginalised

communities in the UK whose lives have been

impacted negatively by the industrial

development needed to house the oil and gas

industry.1 This counter-narrative, a space of

friction, is where the works developed.

Tightly tied to capitalist networks of exploitation,

oil and our innate thirst for it - is historically

rooted in colonisation and imperialism. ‘Booms’

are inherently followed by ‘busts’: shocks which

prompt nations and companies to engage in and

depend on the exploration and exploitation of

other territories such as Iraq, Iran, Niger Delta, and

Guyana. Territories, which in contrast to Scotland

and the Global North take the weight of climate

change through continued social and

environmental disasters.

From the perspective of Aberdeen, its oil

production is in the North Sea - offshored as is

much of the infrastructure of oil in the Global

North. This physical distance can make grounding,

locating or confronting oil on land more

challenging, despite its transformative capacity.2

The concern then of how to read oil has been

present in the project through a series of reading

groups between the project team. This is also

present in the exhibition through a reading space

that offers a series of selected publications and

texts. This includes examples of locally produced

publications such as Aberdeen People’s Press

special edition ‘Oil Over Troubled Water: A Report

and Critique of Oil Developments in North East

Scotland’ [1976] and selected editions of ‘Blow out’

magazine that was produced by and for oil

workers in the industry. The magazine was

founded by Neil Rothnie, supported by trade union

organiser OILC and began in the aftermath of the

Piper Alpha disaster in 1988. Both publications

brought rigorous critiques to the industry, and

furthermore, are vivid examples of forms of

agency that have taken place within Aberdeen’s oil

history.

In 2019, Georgetown, the capital of Guyana was

twinned with Aberdeen.3 An already mineral rich

country, in 2015, Guyana discovered an

unprecedented amount of oil that could lead to its

transition from one of the “poorest” countries in

the world to one of the “richest” on a per capita

basis. This was the catalyst for Ashanti Harris

whose recent work explored the connections

between Scotland and Guyana since the 1790's

when Scot’s were amongst the most prominent

slave traders and plantation owners in the

country. Working with the idea of a contiguous

archive the research installation focuses on

Guyana’s long history with extraction. From the

violence of colonialism to the industrial mining of

minerals extracted from the land, including gold,

to oil production offshore. This multi-layered

approach examines a kind of politic of extraction

through time, where histories of extraction

whether people, resources or minerals cannot be

disentangled from one another and the future

shaping of Guyana by oil is yet to fully unfold.

DREEPIN, by writer Shane Strachan, works to

queer oil through exploring relationships to sex

and death through a new poem and installation.

Characterising oil as a sadomasochistic sugar

daddy, the series of voicemails spoken by oil itself

speak directly to the listener. Time has been

framed from the year of oil’s arrival, through the

multiple booms and busts: 1986, 1992, 2008 and

2014 and up to the present day. This shaping of

time speaks to the temporalities of energy and its

relationship to the economy seen for example in

the global financial crash in 2008 when Aberdeen

was cushioned by oil. Set in an installation of

objects under UV light ideas of the body, sex,

power and environmental disasters are drawn

together.

The breadth of the artists’ work acknowledges the

challenges in locating oil, the ability of fossil fuels

to make and mark identities and the impact of

these in the context of histories of extraction

through Western histories of imperialism. The

exhibition and work reflects a space that is

critically specific to the city but does not distance

itself from the consequences of oil globally. Tools

are always urgent in an artist's practice, as a way

of analysing, building, confronting, re-imagining.

During our time together our discussions

gathered tools for analysing oil which crossed

geographies, histories, politics and economics

reflecting the multiple ways in which this material

has touched and transformed societies.

This publication provides a further space for

reflection on the particularities of oil through

images and text. It was made collaboratively

between the artists and Haar(Bour), formerly Haar

Contemporary Art Journal, an artist-led

publication initiative led by artists Phoebe

McBride and Abby Beatrice Quick. The publication

includes imagery from the personal archives of

both their fathers who have worked offshore.

The project has been supported by the National

Lottery through Creative Scotland’s Open Fund:

Sustaining Creative Development and Look Again.

The project team would like to thank Creative

Scotland and the Look Again team for their

support. We would like to thank Ross Maclean

from the Maritime Museum team for providing an

insightful digital tour of some of the oil and gas

industry collection and the teams at RMT and

Aberdeen University’s Special Collections team for

their generosity and support in delving into their

archival collections and for supporting the

publication reproductions.

1A local example of this is Old Torry, in Torry Aberdeen. Torry, as it’s currently known, is one of the oldest parts of Aberdeen, located in Aberdeen South. It began life as a medieval fishing village from

as early as the 12th century, separate physically but also in local governance, they had their own Lord Provost. During the late 18th century it became a suburb of Aberdeen and developed the village

known as Old Torry. With the arrival of oil in the 1970s, Old Torry was demolished as space was needed for the expansion of the North Sea oil industry and the community was evicted. See Aberdeen

People’s Press 1976 Mid June edition, or ‘A Future Shapit by the Past’ produced by the volunteer run Torry Heritage Group (2019), available on Youtube.

2 Described by Graeme MacDonald in his text ‘Containing Oil: The Pipeline in Petroculture’ in terms of how it is visualised and represented the physical distance and scale of oil infrastructure,

particularly in the Global North can make grounding or locating the oil experience onshore more difficult as it effectively ‘offshores its refining, transmission and emission’. The text is part of a wider

global movement from the Art and Humanities on how to see, read and represent oil within a larger social and economic context beyond ideas of cultural heroism. Available in Petrocultures: Oil,

Culture, Politics.pp.36-77

3 The twinning agreement was signed with focal points that include offshore energy business interactions between the two cities. It also includes objectives in co-designed initiatives for funding

Georgetown city projects for example in waste management and healthcare.

4 This practice has developed through participating in, and is much indebted to, feminist amateur radio project ‘Open-weather’ (Sasha Engelmann and Sophie Dyer).
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Alison Scott has been concerned with our

proximity to oil through ideas of closeness, and

separation in the everyday through relationships

to infrastructure, history, objects and writing.

Scouring her everyday environment of Glasgow

where oil and energy history are found, decoding

satellite images from Aberdeen beach using her

‘DIY Ground Station’4 and tracing fossil fuel

capitalism. The multiplicity of processes and

perspective reflects perhaps the ongoing

challenge of oil infrastructure- its scale,

perspective and distribution relative to humans.

Taking the form of an installation these

constellations are gathered together through

images, text and objects.
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0.0.1. RACHEL GRANT: FERTILE GROUND

0.0.1. Fertile ground is the critical platform for the practice of
freelance curator Rachel Grant and is based in Aberdeen
in the North East of Scotland. Fertile Ground takes a
context-specific, experimental approach to curating and
builds relationships between the conditions of the local
area and the shared concerns of global communities.
Projects will often take place outside of arts spaces and
primarily focus on commissioning new work from
interdisciplinary practitioners. Research interests
include; critical feminist approaches, energy politics
and arts ecologies.

0.0.1. She has recently been selected for the Aberdeen X
Plymouth curatorial exchange and exhibition
programme supported by Look Again [2022]. From
2018-19 Rachel was Shadow Curator for the Curatorial
Fellowship [Peacock Visual Arts] an arts education
program that supported five emerging curators to
collectively develop a public program. Recent projects
include ‘Imagining St Fittick’s’ [2021]. ‘Speculative
Fiction: Practicing Collectively’ [2020], shown at Tokyo
Arts and Space [TOKAS] and screened as part of E-Flux
Artists cinema. States of Living: Architecture, Objects,
Body [2020] and The Air We Breathe [2018].

0.0.2

0.0.3

0.0.4 ASHANTI HARRIS

0.0.4

Ashanti Harris is a multi-disciplinary artist and researcher
based in Glasgow. Working with dance, performance,
facilitation, film, installation and writing, Ashanti’s work
disrupts historical narratives and reimagines them from a
Caribbean diasporic perspective. As part of her creative
practice, she is co-director of the dance company Project
X - platforming dance of the African and Caribbean
diaspora in Scotland; and works collaboratively as part of
the collective Glasgow Open Dance School (G.O.D.S) –
facilitating experimental movement workshops and
research groups. She is also lecturer in Contemporary
Performance at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland and
co-facilitates the British Art Network research group The
Re-Action of Black Performance.

0.0.4

Recent commissions and exhibitions include: JUMBIES,
Glasgow International, Glasgow (2021); This Woman’s Work,
Third Horizon Film Festival, Miami (2021); Radio Space,
Borealis Festival, Bergen (2021); Miraculous Noise, Viborg
Kunsthal, Viborg (2021); OHCE,

Radiophrenia, 87.9fm (2020); Being Present, OGR, Torino
(2020); In The Open, The Common Guild, Glasgow (2020);
The Index Impulse, Alchemy Film Festival, Hawick (2020);
Pre-Ramble, David Dale, Glasgow (2020); The Skeleton of a
Name, Transmission Gallery, Glasgow (2019); Second Site,
Civic Room, Glasgow (2019); Walking Through the Shadows
Eyes Open, SUBSOLO Laboratório de Arte, Sao Paolo, (2019)

0.0.5

0.0.6

0.0.7

0.0.8 ALISON SCOTT

0.0.8

Alison Scott is a Glasgow based artist and writer who often
works with other artists on projects. Her work is research-
led and driven by interests in expanded performance and
writing practices, and collaborative, speculative
approaches to knowledge production. Many projects
engage with aspects of environmental humanities and
Anthropocene studies on an everyday and level, through
writing on and with materialities, cultural and subjective
experiences of oil, weather, geology and ecosystems.
Alison’s work tends to be site-responsive or inhabit time-
sensitive, ephemeral or dematerialised spaces between
writing, performance, documentation, and audio/video.

0.0.8

Previous projects have taken place as Satellites
Programme Associate Producer at Collective (Edinburgh,
2019-21), Reviews and Projects Co-Editor at MAP magazine
(2020); and she has produced work for Goethe Institute
(Glasgow and Stockholm, 2021), MAP Magazine X Glasgow
Film Festival (2020), Glasgow Project Room (2018),
Edinburgh Art Festival (2017) and Timespan (Helmsdale) &
Inverness Museum and Art Gallery (2017). Alison studied
Art, Philosophy and Contemporary Practices at Duncan of
Jordanstone College of Art and Design (2014) and MLitt Art
Writing at Glasgow School of Art (2019). She was part of the
committee at Generator Projects (2014-16) and works as a
freelance art worker in various capacities.

0.0.9

0.0.10

0.0.11

0.0.12 SHANE STRACHAN

0.0.12

Shane Strachan is a writer and performer based in
Aberdeen who often works across creative disciplines to
explore stories connected with the North East of Scotland
and beyond. He completed a PhD in Creative Writing at the
University of Aberdeen in 2014, writing a series of short
stories focused on decline and renewal in the North East
fishing communities called Orra Though It Be. These
stories have appeared in national publications including
Gutter, Stand, Northwords Now and New Writing Scotland,
and were released as a podcast this year with support
from The Doric Board.

0.0.12

Recent projects have played with multi-voiced
performance through overt engagement with verbatim
and archival material, such as the many characters and
matching costumes to be found in The Bill Gibb Line: a
spoken word film, exhibition (Look Again; Aberdeen Art
Gallery) and podcast inspired by the life and work of
Aberdeenshire-born fashion designer Bill Gibb, for which
Shane was awarded a Scottish Book Trust Robert Louis
Stevenson Fellowship in 2018. The Shelter (National
Theatre of Scotland), a multidisciplinary theatre project
co-created with visual artist Kate Steenhauer and
musician Ross Whyte, presented overheard conversations
from Aberdeen’s bus shelters reimagined and remixed
alongside live painting and city soundscapes. DREEPIN
continues this engagement with telling North East stories
in new and unexpected ways.
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ASHANTI
HARRIS

Ashanti Harris’s research explores the complex relationships
between Guyana and Scotland alongside Guyana’s long history of
extraction. From the violence of colonialism and the
transatlantic slave trade, to the industrial mining of minerals
extracted from the land, to oil production offshore. Working from
the perspective of her own family history and personal narrative,
Ashanti’s research takes the form of a contiguous archive of
thoughts, memories and oral histories, placed side by side to
interrogate the twinning of Georgetown and Aberdeen from a
Guyanese diasporic perspective.
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On the 20th May, 2015, Exxonmobil - one of the world's
largest publicly traded international oil and gas
companies - announced the discovery of huge
quantities of high-quality, oil-bearing sandstone
reservoirs 200 km off the coastline of Guyana. On that
day, Guyana - a small Caribbean country with a
population of less than eight hundred thousand -
would elevate its position as the second poorest
country in South America, to the richest country per
capita. By 2019 the country had already declared 5.5
billion barrels of oil found offshore with that total
likely to double in five years.

On the 15th March 2019, Georgetown, the capital city of
Guyana, was twinned with Aberdeen and a new
relationship was formed between the Granite City and
the golden capital of El Dorado.

Despite being one of the newest petroleum producing
regions in the world, Guyana has a long and complex
relationship with forms of extraction. Known
historically by new world voyagers as El Dorado for its
vast deposits of Gold, Guyana is a mineral rich country
with fertile land, diverse landscapes and a history
which spans global geographies due to its relationship
with violent forms of extraction.

Situated on the coast of South America and bordered
by Venezuela, Brazil and Suriname, the South of the
country is home to a dense rainforest - one of the
largest unspoiled rainforests in South America. The
interior holds mountains that rise into the Brazilian
border while the south-west bears a dry savannah.
Inland lies a hilly white belt of sand and clay,
blanketing a trove of Bauxite, Diamonds and Gold; and
along the Atlantic coast the country is frilled with a
narrow yet fertile plain where most of the population
lives and where you can find the capital city of
Georgetown.

Guyana is home to nine indigenous Amerindian
groups: the Wai Wai, Macushi, Patamona, Lokono,
Kalina, Wapishana, Pemon, Akawaio and Warao.

Historically dominated by the Lokono and Kalina,
Guyana was later colonised by the Dutch before
coming under British control in the 18th century.
Historically known as the last frontier of British
colonial expansion in the West Indies, the land was
divided into the colonies of Berbice, Demerara and
Essequibo and from the 1790s was run in majority by
colonisers from Scotland, expanding the empire
alongside their English counterparts across the rest of
the Caribbean. These Scottish controlled colonies ran
on a plantation economy and were populated in
majority by enslaved people violently extracted from
the African continent, de-humanised, displaced and
deposited as “capital” of the British Empire. Even after
the abolition of Slavery in 1807, this trade of forced
extraction continued to flourish for the Empire. After
emancipation in the 1830’s, the slave trade was
replaced with a new form of extraction and
dehumanisation under the title of indentureship -
displacing people from India and China to continue
the plantation economy. In the 1880s, when the price
of sugarcane began to fall, the economy of extraction
shifted toward farming, forestry and mining. With
industries profiting from the extraction of Gold,
Diamonds, Bauxite, and various other minerals from
the landscape. Guyana remained under British rule
until the 26th May 1966 when the country achieved
independence from the United kingdom.

In the lead up to Guyananese independence, the
people of the country whose ancestral routes spanned
the globe and whose heritage was inextricably linked
to colonial violence, began a process of identity
building.

On the 15th March 2019, Georgetown, the capital city of
Guyana, was twinned with Aberdeen and a new
relationship was formed between the Granite City and
the golden capital of El Dorado.
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(Previous spread, left) 'Michael with the 1763 monument of Cuffy the slave who fought for freedom’

(Previous spread, right) ‘Me at Imbaimadai’

(Current spread, top-left) 'Shirley's House, Georgetown', 1980's Guyana

(Current spread, bottom-left) 'Carnival, Georgetown', 1980's Guyana

(Current spread, bottom-right) 'Bird Watching', Guyana, 2013

(Current spread, background) 'Georgetown From Above', Guyana, 2013



ALISON SCOTT

REPORT A

At 11:52 am on 14th July 2021 the satellite
NOAA18, a regular visitor to Aberdeen’s skies,
invisibly moves over the horizon North North
East of the beach, where the sea meets the
cloud. The sun, close to its maximum
altitude for the day, beats down on another
visitor, this one standing on the beach
looking out to the water to greet the first.
Both satellite and woman are observers,
reporters, part of a network. The visitor on
the beach is an amateur: she wants to get to
grips with things, to orientate herself here.
She assembles a turnstile radio antenna,
consults the compass app on her phone and
points the antenna. Her gaze travels along
her outstretched arm and the antenna’s
metal spindles, towards the very left of the
wind farm in the distance. She looks out
offshore at the hazy sky, knowing the
satellite is just there, and would be beyond
her senses if not augmented by this
apparatus, tuned in to 137.91MHz. The
orbiting body is audible: she hears it’s
rhythmic transmission, a lyric tick-tock beep
reaching her through headphones and a
laptop that completes the simple amateur
software-defined radio set up. The soft crash
of the sea blends with the flickers of static
that fuzz when shemis-judges her motion, is
distracted, or someone walks between her
and the satellite. The calm sea is abuzz in
the foreground: abandoned shoes are
tugged by encroaching shallows, slick bodies
of swimmers and dogs making waves in the
waves. As her eyes focus through the clag
around the far-off turbines, ships and
vessels come into focus. Yellow, red, green;
vast and still. She sees the turbine blades
are barely moving, and moves her own arm
gradually to an angle of 72 degrees to the
East as the satellite’s call intensifies and the
time hits 11:59. She’s pointing more
obviously at the full sky: overhead to the
flight paths of swooping seagulls and streaks
of slow moving cloud,

the contrails of fast moving aircraft, the
unseen signal traffic and transmissions
coursing among them. Her body faces
straight out to sea, watching the vessels
intermittently coming in and out of the
harbour. From small crew transfer boats, to
huge ships bearing flags and small busy
figures in orange and blue. Infrastructural,
industrial, commercial. Like the sky, the sea
is full: she imagines the satellite’s sensors
scanning across the sky, over the North Sea
from Norway to Scotland, over the swathes
of dark sea, the currents, the rigs, pipelines
and other webbed creatures populating the
waters, obscured by cloud, distance, and
unknowing. Her arm grows exhausted as the
satellite starts to lower towards the South
and to the West continuing its polar orbit.
The beeping fades to static at 12:05 and it’s
time to go: stop the recording, dismantle the
antenna, pull in her senses for now.

THE VISITOR
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REPORT B

At 08:19am on the 5th August 2021, the sea is rough, and
only a few large vessels are on the move. The visitor
stands on the other side of the harbour, down at the edge
of the land on the coastal path close to Torry Battery. The
air feels charged. The weather is heavy and she’s slightly
worried about lightning. No swimmers today, but smooth
seals bob in the shelter of the cove. She claps the dog of
a man with a large camera who mistakes her equipment
for that of a birdwatcher; though she has been noticing.
An amateur is by nature an interloper, a learner. All along
the razor-wire blocked and graffitied breakwater,
seagulls, their young, shags, cormorants and
oystercatchers perch stratified by age and type, and
gooseanders drift on the surf hugging the coast. Round
the corner past the Girdle Ness Radar Station, towards
the rumble of the new harbour development at Nigg Bay
where workers keep the heavy machines crawling,
kittiwakes ground themselves on the rocks. Not much is
flying in the strong wind save the visitor’s hair and the
sand that whips her exposed ankles. She sets the laptop
on a flat-ish rock, its LCD screen shows the waterfall
frequency display, and she worries the battery is running
low as she taps the plastic keyboard to record. As though
a grappling hook, she points her portable antenna again
to the North North East, this time to capture NOAA19’s call
as the satellite passes over, tuning in to 137.1 MHz. As the
beeping emerges from static it fills her ears with 12
minutes of data transmission that she can’t understand
alone. When she decodes her radio recordings from the
satellites to black and white images she reads two
images: one built of visible light data, one of infrared.
Patterns of heat, light and shadow. She is somewhere in
there, too: a still image that evidences an
electromagnetic-human interaction at a particular time,
in a particular place, the imperfect connection and
fragmentation of that experience and its choreography.
She looks left. Back over to Footdee, the silos, the Marine
Operations Centre, apparatus old and new. Right, to
Girdle Ness Lighthouse. Down, to her toes boring holes
into the sand, imagining feeling onwards through layers
of sand, deathless microplastic, whatever the sea
brought. Broken shell, eroded concrete, mineral
deposits, layers of rock, media and time. Back she
imagined, down she remembered. Up and out, she asks
the apparatus to aid her senses, to make a new sensing
creature of her. When the visitor is not visiting, senses
limited to her body, she struggles to imagine, to pay
attention to these things: to signals, energy systems and
their haptics. Here, they are close to the surface, hyper
visible. It is a place where they erupt; elsewhere they are
just harder to trace. She entangles as a means of
understanding; detaching can only happen if you are
noticing in the first place.
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Alison Scott’s research for CRUDE has considered oil infrastructure as part of a ‘vast machine’* of apparatus that — visibly and in-
visibly — shapes and augments our sensory experiences of energy systems in day-to-day life. Alison’s work considers proximity and
distance with oil in terms of closeness and separation felt in the everyday. Based in Glasgow and seeking traces of fossil fuel
infrastructure in her daily life, for Alison thinking about Aberdeen allows oil to come to the surface in the imagination.

Drawing from recent collaborations with feminist amateur radio collective ‘open-weather’ (Sasha Engelmann and Sophie Dyer), when
able to visit Aberdeen Alison has been using her ‘DIY satellite ground station’ to decode aerial images from passing NOAA weather
satellites at Torry and Aberdeen beaches, looking offshore from the land. Using this performative process as a tool for close looking
and listening, situating and entangling herself in infrastructure, it focuses attention on networks, interconnectivity and the potential
of amateur counter-geographies as a way of understanding global systems on an embodied level.

Alison’s work is concerned with how an individual might relate to phenomena and scales on the edge of their senses, experience and
understanding. In her work objects, maps, diagrams and models offer perspectives that speak to the domestic, the media, and the
felt as realms from which we can imagine and encounter oil as a distanced substance that nevertheless shapes our world.

*In 1839, following a pattern of thought laid by 18th and 19th century naval and military officers-cum-meteorologists, John Ruskin considered the notion of
a ‘vast machine: a panoptic system simultaneously knowing the state of the weather everywhere on the earth. Contemporary climate historian Paul
Edwards posits that this machine, a network of active agents, is now largely complete:

“...constructed from components—satellites, instantaneous telecommunications, and computers—that Ruskin could scarcely have imagined…. [which]
serve countless human ends, from agriculture, shipping, insurance, and war, to whether you are going to need an umbrella in themorning.” Paul N Edwards,
A Vast Machine (MIT Press, 2010) p431
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SHANE STRACHAN

You have one
new message.
Message
received 14th
September
1969…

Hello sexy… It’s me,
yer North Sea sugar daddy –

weet, sweet and fiery!
God’s gift tae modernity!

Eence ye’ve wined and dined her,
jist leave yer wife behind,

flee tae yer man-made island
and dive in deep beneath,

get yersel sypin weet – seepin!
Pump them pipelines – dreepin!

Mind that time back in ’69?
Oooh, it was love at first sight

fan ye drilled me
doon at the bottom
o the deep blue sea,

unleashed this genie’s
tie-dye-rainbow slick

o thick viscous liquid – ee me!
Ye watched me undress,

witnessed time decompress –
heated, treated, refined... Oh yes!

Noo I’m here, dinna stress –
jist gie yer whip a crack,

sit back and relax…
and waatch this weet dream

light up Aiberdeen
like a deus ex machina,
a god fae the machine,
saving the Granite City

fae anither tragic scene.

But mind and hud yer wheesht
aboot them little spills and leaks.

It’s really best we keep
that atween you and me,
if ye want ma tae ay be

yer fossil funtasy…

Hello sexy… Through dark humour and an overload of innuendo, Shane Strachan’s DREEPIN
presents the contradictions and hypocrisies surrounding Aberdeen’s, and the world’s,
dependency on the oil industry as a seeming economic necessity, yet a ticking time bomb
with devastating ramifications. Through a queer subversion of petromasculine culture, it
reimagines this hypermasculine industry and its associated fetishisation of oil drilling,
hedonism and petrol-head culture as a bad romance between Aberdeen and oil – our North
Sea sugar daddy – who has long proved toxic, but hard to quit…

With a Doric twist inspired by viral voicemessages (‘we still nae spikkin?’), the usually elusive
oil finally tells its side of the story, from love at first sight back in ’69 to the present day
attempts to ‘go green’. The poem at the core of the work is inspired by a variety of academic
and archival material (and Cardi B and Megan Thee Stallion’s W.A.P.) collaged together to
reflect the rise and fall of the North Sea oil industry, where its workers are gagged by
threats of blacklisting to keep safety mishaps secret, ken?

Excerpts from Blowout magazine, a worker-led publication which ran from the late ‘80s to
the early ‘00s, feature to give voice to oil workers during a tumultuous period of fighting for
better safety and better pay post-Piper Alpha, before record profits subdued and silenced
their voices once more, with many chasing the chance to be the J.R. Ewing o Aiberdeen with
a funcy hoose in Rubislaw Den Sooth.

The spoken-word piece is presented as part of a sculptural installation, inviting us below
ground to strike upon 24-karat black gold among oil-derived plastic phones and sex toys,
glowing a sickly yellow under U.V. light in the same manner oil spills are detected across
beaches across the globe. These objects, which will long outlive us, invite audiences to
reflect on our current predicament of how Aberdeen transitions away from oil, an ancient
substance which could be seen as God’s gift to modernity, or our antimatter – a black hole
that sooks us in, sook-by-sook, until we cancel the ither oot…

Hello there sexy…

High-rolling Middle East sheiks
and Bunker Hunts in Texas
had the sinse tae tak control
o their ass-etsssssss!

Did I nae shower you in gifts,
gie ye a taste o being rich?
Aye, I’m nae the dictator here –
jist look fit your companies
have dictated tae ither countries
afore ye start wi me.

Och, it’s a sair pleasure,
this boom and bust,
this sado-masochistic
rewaard and risk,
bound up and gagged
wi threats o blacklistin…
(But keepin oor dirty secrets
gies you a wee kick, ken?)
Doon on the doonlow
spikkin oor technolingo
aboot gushers and blow oots,
Big Bears and bean chokes,
Wellheads and shackle nuts,
Drill Fingers and dryholes…

Hey min, jist keep the heid –
ye want power, sex and money?
Then ye’ll hae tae see aa these
tough times through,
itherwise, ye can gang and jiyn
the back o the dole queue.

3rd
August
1986

Come on noo darlin,
nae need tae peek…
I thoucht you iyl-ies

were a tough breed –
the kind that ging intae jungles

and set up industries,
yet here ye are greetin

cause o thon flaming Saudis
drappin the price o a barrel

tae six dollars a piece…

Ken how?
They didna bow down

tae an Iron Lady, kowtow
like some little bitch.

Go on, admit it,
you Scots love tae
lay back and tak it,
love ti be subjigatit,
sub-par, submissive,
a sub-plot in ither’s
master narratives.

You wunt so desperately tae be
the J. R. Ewing o Aiberdeen
but ye’r nae the only een

climbing this pyramid scheme:
fishermen, bakers, candlestick makers

are aa roostaboots and roughnecks noo,
siccin aifter their ain fairytale fortune.

So if ye want to be the high heid-yin,
the Cock o the North in this region,

tak nae notice o them blimmin
former miner unionisers – jeez, min!
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11th July
2008

14th
February

2016

Hiya sexy…
Even though ye like it rough,
throughoot the past twa decades
sometimes it’s been ower tough,
but I’m chuffed we’ve sorted things oot
noo ye’ve got yer bonnie hoose
up in Rubislaa Den Sooth,
and aa them Caribbean cruises
tae keep the wife sweet
and shut yer bairns’ mooths.

I’ll be the first tae admit
that things have been a bittie…crap!
There’s been jitters ower waars
and terrorist attacks,
but look – aathing’s been dandy
since Dick persuaded Bush
tae ging and invade Iraq.

Aye, it surely couldna’v hurt
thon Halliburton
tae get Iraqi oil squirtin.
Naebody cares there’s nae
weapons o mass destruction
fan the price o a barrel o iyl
is sky-hurtlin!

Finally, I’ve made ye a self-made man,
so fit on earth could possibly ging wrang?

Hello? Sexy?
Are we nae spikkin?

Have ye really…
forgotten aboot me?

Did I nae keep you sweet
aa through the naughty noughties?

And noo ye dare decree
it’s time tae gie up on me

for the likes o… renewable… energy?

Fae Amoco Cadiz
aff the coast o Brittany
tae Deepwatter Horizon

showing up BP,
faniver I ging public,

suddenly I’m obscene
and ye want to keep it clean,

mak on that yer turned on
by turning green…

Why can ye nae just dee
fit ye ay used tae wi me?
Pye aff yer government

tae swiftly avert their een…

Ye never used tae complain aboot
the spills, the smog and the smoke.
I thought you liked it fan I wis dirty?
Ye liked tae gag, ye liked tae choke!

I ken things have got…
messy alang the wye
and ye’ve lang tried

tae ditch me like a chopper,
but surely ye must see that

ye canna jist pump and dump me!
I’m 24 karat black gold, baby!

Fit’s this aa aboot really?
Am I too… mature for you?

Frack off aa ye want,
but ye’ll seen realise

this hale time I’ve been seepin –
drip, drap, dreepin –

intae every orifice o yer life,
fae the petrol in yer car

tae the fake tits in yer wife!

Jist admit it!
I gave ye yer freedom,

yer liberty tae be aathing
ye ivver langed tae be…

You ken ye canna keep it aa
Withoot. Keepin. Me.

Come on noo – I sweer
I’ll mak ye a winner eence mair.

And fan ye’re a star
you can dee onything!

Grab ’em by the… drill pipe
and Mak Aiberdeen Great Again!

For ever and ever. Amen..

Ye ken, I was something once.
Lang afore ye drew yer lines ower me –
yer national boundaries –
delineating yer country’s
trust fund money fae me.
I was pockets o sunshine
converted intae forests o trees.
I glistened in plankton spunked up
on the beds o ancient seas –
a Sleeping Beauty transformit
intae glossy hydrocarbons
noo glowin in the bulb
abeen your heid. That’s right –
a Tyger Tyger burning bright
wi that ancient, lang-lost light.

Ye’ve used up aa yer paper, yer combs,
yer fish, yer granite and coal,
and seen, fan ye’r desperate,
ony hole will be a goal.
Ye’ll come runnin back
tae sook up the verra last
o my shales o iyl and gas –
a last grasp afore ye
burn, baby burn
in this disco inferno
and tak yer last gasp.

It’ll be yer ainsel reflected back
in this antimatter black hole that
sooks you in, sook-by-sook,
til we seen cancel een anither oot.

Ashes tae ashes,
boom tae bust.
Oor blip in time.
Silence.
Dust.
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TodayHello sexy…
We still nae spikkin?

Ye’ve left ma on read.
Little blue ticks.

The silent treatment?
Fucking dick.

I micht be an arrow
fired through history,

but you’re the een
that’s decreed aathing dee.

It’s aboot time
ye faced up tae reality –

ye’ll never escape
oor fearful symmetry.

O, wad some Power the giftie gie us
tae see oorsels as ithers see us!

Weel, dare ye look
through the glaiss, darkly,

ye winna see my face
like the Wizard o Oz

sittin ahin the curtain – soz!

But fa wis Orpheus?
And fa wis Eurydice?
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0.0.1. HAAR (BOUR)

0.0.2.

0.0.3. Haar(bour) (formally Haar Contemporary Art
Journal) is the product of two Aberdeen-based
artists and graphic designers, Phoebe McBride
and Abby Beatrice Quick.

0.0.4.

0.0.5. Existing in its original form as a one-off
publication in response to notions of Imagined
Geographies, the duo seek to make links
between the North East and wider arts
community through examining dualities,
creating a meeting point between the real and
the imagined.

0.0.6. Haar(bour) continues as a publication design
collective that hopes to collaborate with artists
and organisations to tell stories through
conceptually driven processes.

0.0.7.

0.0.8. ‘Don’t bite the hand that feeds you’ can be felt as
a monumental block for artists who have grown
up in the shadow of oil, such as ourselves. A
tethering of sorts which throws us into an
intricate web of familial and ethical
complexities. The majority of the people we
know, ourselves included, would not be living in
Aberdeen if it weren’t for the oil industry. It has
become a part of our everyday lives, commuting
past oil offices and sponsored roundabouts
without a second thought.

0.0.9.

0.0.10. We are living in a climate crisis. And yet, it is
important to us that the peripheries and fringes
of a post-oil community are acknowledged in
their raw and crude state, as within this
exhibition and as such, in the pages of this
publication.

0.0.11.

0.0.12.

0.0.13. Drawn to the ‘invisibility of oil’ as a concept that
has been woven into the exhibitions curatorial
framework, we felt it would be interesting to
play with imagery that reflects and rethinks
ideas of spatiotemporality and the intangible.
With shades of rust and petrol spilled
throughout the broadsheet-style newsprint,
archival imagery from both of our father’s time
spent offshore provide a tender and nuanced
space for conversation between the public and
private worlds of Black Gold.

0.0.14.

0.0.15.

0.0.16. Outside of haar(bour) projects, Abby Beatrice
Quick is an image-maker (of the moving and the
still), writer, artist and sometimes DJ in worlds of
myth between swamp and sky.

0.0.17. Phoebe McBride is a visual artist and creative
practitioner. When she isn’t writing letters to
lonely weather buoys, she’s capturing the world
through moving image and speculative fiction.
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